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Abstract

There is a need for a lower cost manometry system for assessing anorectal function in pri-

mary and secondary care settings. We developed an index finger-based system (termed

“digital manometry”) and tested it in healthy volunteers, patients with chronic constipation,

and fecal incontinence. Anorectal pressures were measured in 16 participants with the digi-

tal manometry system and a 23-channel high-resolution anorectal manometry system. The

results were compared using a Bland-Altman analysis at rest as well as during maximum

squeeze and simulated defecation maneuvers. Myoelectric activity of the puborectalis mus-

cle was also quantified simultaneously using the digital manometry system. The limits of

agreement between the two methods were -7.1 ± 25.7 mmHg for anal sphincter resting

pressure, 0.4 ± 23.0 mmHg for the anal sphincter pressure change during simulated defeca-

tion, -37.6 ± 50.9 mmHg for rectal pressure changes during simulated defecation, and -20.6

± 172.6 mmHg for anal sphincter pressure during the maximum squeeze maneuver. The

change in the puborectalis myoelectric activity was proportional to the anal sphincter pres-

sure increment during a maximum squeeze maneuver (slope = 0.6, R2 = 0.4). Digital

manometry provided a similar evaluation of anorectal pressures and puborectalis myoelec-

tric activity at an order of magnitude less cost than high-resolution manometry, and with a

similar level of patient comfort. Digital Manometry provides a simple, inexpensive, point of

service means of assessing anorectal function in patients with chronic constipation and

fecal incontinence.

1. Introduction

High-resolution anorectal manometry (HR-ARM) has become the standard method for per-

forming detailed evaluation of anorectal function [1]. HR-ARM provides information for the

diagnosis of fecal incontinence (FI) and chronic constipation (CC) which affect up to 18% and

19%, respectively, of the adult population in North America [2–4]. More specifically,
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HR-ARM allows the identification of chronically constipated patients with dyssynergic defeca-

tion and FI patients with sphincter weakness, both of which are most effectively treated with

physical therapy and biofeedback training rather than standard medical therapies like anti-

diarrheals or laxatives.

A HR-ARM probe is comprised of an array of pressure sensors on a 4 mm diameter cathe-

ter and has been found to be more sensitive than conventional water perfused ARM (C-ARM)

systems [5,6]. HR-ARM requires a relatively expensive system, an additional visit for the

patient, and experienced staff to operate and interpret the results. Hence HR-ARM has become

limited to tertiary care medical centers with the result that many patients are deprived of the

opportunity to be properly diagnosed and triaged to appropriate therapy [7–9].

We hypothesized that a simpler and less costly system might be able to provide the most

salient information provided by HR-ARM at the point of clinical service. Physicians have

employed wearable devices to examine patients since Arthur Leared invented the binaural

stethoscope in 1851. We wondered whether it might be possible to develop a disposable index

finger-based system to assess anorectal function, a system we have termed “digital manometry”

(DM) [10–13]. This would include not only measures of the pressure but also muscle

coordination.

We tested the primary hypothesis that in three different activities, rest, squeeze, and simu-

lated defecation, DM pressure readings are equivalent to those measured with a HR-ARM in a

sample of healthy subjects, CC and FI patients. Using DM only, we also tested the secondary

hypothesis that the change in the myoelectric activities of the puborectalis muscle (PR) was

proportional to change in anal sphincter (AS) maximum pressure recorded by the DM device.

Finally, we tested the tertiary hypothesis that there was no difference in comfort reported by

individuals undergoing DM and HR-ARM.

2. Methods

2.1 Ethics statement

This research was approved by the University of Michigan Medical School Institutional Review

Board (IRBMED) under protocol #HUM00046068 and all subjects signed a written consent

form prior to the experiment.

2.2. Experimental design

This was a single center, cross-sectional, observational cohort study of AS pressures in three

different physical activities: at rest, during maximum squeeze, and during simulated defecation

measured with both the DM system and a commercially available HR-ARM system.

2.3. Participants

We recruited 16 participants including both healthy individuals (2 males, 2 females) and

patients with a diagnosis of CC (2 males, 2 females) or FI (1 male, 7 females). The median age

was 61 (range: 31–85) years, and the mean BMI was 29.4 (SD: 5.9) kg/m2. The healthy volun-

teers were recruited by public advertisement, free of gastrointestinal symptoms, and not taking

medications affecting gastrointestinal or colonic function. The CC patients fulfilled the Rome

IV criteria [14] for chronic functional constipation and were referred for HR-ARM to evaluate

persistent constipation symptoms despite laxative therapies. Finally, FI subjects had at least

one episode of accidental bowel leakage in the previous month [2,15]. All subjects were free of

structural anorectal diseases and previous anorectal or colonic surgery.
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All participants underwent the same procedures with the DM and HR-ARM systems. A

board-certified gastroenterologist (WDC) used the DM, and a medical technician with a PhD

(JRB) performed the HR-ARM procedure. The operators were blinded as to the other’s results.

The order of performing the assessment with two measurement methods was randomized for

each subject to minimize possible learning effects.

2.4. Apparatus

2.4.1 Digital manometry. DM consisted of a disposable, instrumented glove and a reus-

able wrist-mounted determining unit (WDU) (Fig 1). The glove had three miniature (1

mm × 1 mm × 0.6 mm) piezo-resistive micro-electromechanical pressure sensors (P1602

NovaSensor [100 kPa], Amphenol, Wallingford, CT) mounted on a 300 μm-thick custom flex-

ible printed circuit board (FPCB) made from biocompatible polyimide substrate [16]. Each

sensor was covered with a smooth uniform layer of biocompatible silicone elastomer (MED2-

4220, Nusil, CA). Afterwards, in a clean environment, the FPCB was adhered to the outside of

the index digit of a standard non-latex surgical glove using biocompatible silicone adhesive

(MED-1011, Nusil, CA). The location of pressure sensors of the FPCB were on the tip of the

distal phalange over where the operator’s nail would be, the medial aspect of the middle pha-

lanx, and the lateral interphalangeal joint, respectively. This arrangement enables measuring

intrarectal and AS pressures during the detailed digital rectal examination (see Fig 2). The base

sensors (P2 and P3 shown in Fig 1) of the DM device were designed to be kept within the AS

maximum pressure zone. Additionally, the FPCB had two pairs of gold-plated myoelectric

electrodes, each spaced 1 mm apart over the index fingertip pad and on the aspect of the mid-

dle segment of the index finger, to measure the myoelectric activity of PR and AS muscles,

Fig 1. Wearable DM system. Two views of the DM disposable instrumented glove along with the reusable wrist-

mounted determining unit (WDU). (Left) The three pressure sensors, P1-3, are mounted on the flexible printed circuit

board (FPCB) that wraps around the index finger under a finger cot. (Right) The two myoelectric electrodes, E1-2, also

connected to the FPCB, are shown adhered to the surface of the finger cot. WDU amplifies and transmit signals from

the pressure sensors and myoelectric electrodes wirelessly to a nearby computer for display purposes. The patient

myoelectric ground electrode and cable that connect to the WDU are not shown for simplicity.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.g001
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respectively. The entire circuit board was covered by an extra protective layer provided by a sil-

icone rubber finger cot with openings to expose only the myoelectric electrodes (Fig 1).

A reusable wrist-mounted signal conditioning unit transmitted data from the index finger-

based sensors to a computer for further analyses and display. This unit was comprised of a first

order high-pass passive filter with a breakpoint frequency of 186 Hz to attenuate any DC offset

and dual instrumentation amplifiers (INA2128, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX) to amplify

myoelectric signals with a gain of 10,000. The myoelectric signal was hardware rectified and fil-

tered (see S1 Text). Finally, we used an over-the-counter electrocardiogram electrode over the

greater trochanter of the femur as the ground reference. Computers recorded pressures from

the anorectal complex as well as the myoelectric activity of AS muscles at 60 Hz. The pressure

and myoelectric signals were processed using a center point moving window to calculate the

average of 20 data points.

2.4.2 High-resolution manometry. A Sandhill Scientific1HR-ARM system (Denver,

CO, USA) was used with a 4 mm diameter catheter (UNI-ANO-M0138) having five sets of 4

radially- and orthogonally-arranged pressure sensors spaced 1 cm apart. A single sensor on the

catheter was located away from the array and exposed to the atmospheric pressure outside the

rectum as a datum. The catheter had two single sensors at the distal end, one of them being

inside an inflatable balloon (Fig 3).

2.5 Study procedures

During the clinical visit, the examiner first checked the anal canal to ensure it was free from

scars and evidence of bleeding. Each participant was asked to lie in the left lateral decubitus

position with both legs flexed. The reusable HR-ARM catheter was sterilized and recalibrated

prior to each study. Upon insertion of either the lubricated DM probe or HR-ARM catheter,

Fig 2. DM instrumented glove. A schematic illustration showing a left lateral view of the DM disposable glove during

an anorectal canal assessment. Single pressure sensors are located over the fingernail (P1), middle phalanx (P2), and the

proximal interphalangeal joint (P3), as well as two bipolar gold plated myoelectric activity electrodes (E1 and E2) for the

puborectalis (PR) and anal sphincter (AS) muscles. The inset at left shows how the printed circuit board wraps around

the index finger. α is the anorectal angle. Note that the ipsilateral PR muscle is shown as being transparent to permit a

view of rectal canal.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.g002
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the examiners asked each subject to relax their anorectal muscles for at least one minute to

measure the average resting pressures. Afterwards, participants were asked to maximally

squeeze the AS muscle for 5 seconds as if they were trying to prevent accidental bowel leakage.

Once the subject’s AS pressure returned to the baseline, they repeated the same maneuver with

a subsequent rest period at least twice. Finally, participants were asked to simulate defecation

by expelling the digit of the examiner wearing the DM instrumented glove or the HR-ARM

catheter. Pressure signals were recorded continuously throughout the entire session and avail-

able to the clinician as real time visual feedback. In the case of DM, myoelectric activities were

recorded simultaneously. Subjects were asked to press an event marker button at the beginning

and end of each trial of each activity that they were asked to perform (Fig 4).

Fig 3. HR-ARM catheter. Illustration of the HR-ARM 4 mm–diameter catheter inside the anal canal during the

anorectal manometry procedure. Also shown are, relative to the patient, the proximal 60 (cm3) inflated balloon (B)

with its single pressure sensor inside (P’1), a single pressure sensor outside the balloon (P’2), five sets of four radially

and orthogonally arranged pressure sensors (P’3-P’22), and the external pressure reference pressure sensor (P’23)

distally.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.g003
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Once both procedures were completed, subjects were asked to complete a survey on the

comfort level of each system. A 10-point visual analog discomfort scale was used with ‘1’

labeled ‘unbearable’, ‘5’ being ‘bearable’, and ‘10’ representing ‘very acceptable’ on three fac-

tors: smoothness, shape, and size of the probes. The ‘overall comfort level’ as well as the ‘dura-

tion’ of each method were also rated on the same scale. Finally, in the survey, subjects were

asked to describe their opinion or experience during studies and whether DM could be

improved in any way.

2.6. Statistical analyses

To test the primary hypothesis the Bland-Altman [17] limits of agreement (LoA) method was

used to compare pressure readings for the rest, squeeze, and simulated defecation procedures

(paired differences = DM—HR-ARM). In the field of gastroenterology, pressures are either

measured in mmHg or cmH2O; we have chosen the former (for more familiar with SI units, 1

mmHg is equivalent to 133.3 Pa). For the rest values, mean (SD) were calculated from at least

10 seconds of DM data and mean values taken from HR-ARM output. The maximum pressure

during squeeze was calculated by taking the peak value in the interval between the event mark-

ers. For each subject, the simulated defecation episode was selected with the maximum pres-

sure decrease from the rest value just prior to the effort to the minimum pressure measured

during the maneuver. For the HR-ARM, since it had more sensors than DM, the mean pres-

sure value from each set of four radially-arranged sensors was first calculated for each 5-second

Fig 4. Sample recordings of the DM device. Sample simultaneous AS and rectal pressures (P1-P3) with myoelectric

activities (E1 and E2) of the anorectal muscles recorded from a healthy male (subject #3). The first bar (“Phase”) along

the top of the illustration shows the exam phases. The first asterisk denotes the period before the sensors are inserted

into the body. Baseline activity was recorded with the patient resting (“Rest”). The patient was then asked to maximally

contract their AS muscles four times interspersed by rest periods. After another rest (“Rest”), the patient was asked to

simulate defecation four times (“Simulated Defecations”). The last asterisk denotes the device being removed from the

body and outside the body. The second color-coded (“Event”) bar shows the intervals when the patient pressed the

hand-held event marker during which measurements were made. (Note that the floating myoelectric activity signal

prior to insertion of the probe at t = 35 s).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.g004
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interval. Then, the maximum value was found along the catheter to represent the high pressure

zone in the AS.

We calculated the absolute and relative intraobserver errors [18,19] for three consecutive

maximum squeeze pressures by each subject for only DM, since the reproducibility of mea-

surements made with the HR-ARM device have already been documented [20].

To test the secondary hypothesis, least squares regression was used to find the correlation

between the changes in the myoelectric activity of the PR muscle and AS pressure change in

maximum squeeze maneuver.

Finally, to compare the comfort level of both systems a two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test

was used with a p level of 0.05 to compare the DM and HD-ARM ratings for comfort, smooth-

ness, size, shape, and duration.

3. Results

The data support the primary hypothesis in that the LoA showed acceptable DM performance

for measuring AS pressure at rest (Fig 5A) and during simulated defecation (Fig 5B). For the

rectal pressure measurement, we noted greater variance (Fig 5C). The largest difference

between the two methods was found in the measurement of AS pressure during a maximum

squeeze (Fig 5D). If two outliers from the results of the maximum squeeze episodes were

excluded (see Discussion), mean ± SD LoA decreased from -20 ± 172.6 to 7.2 ± 93.6 mmHg.

The mean of the standard deviations of maximum pressures in all squeeze episodes across all

subjects for DM and HR-ARM were 14.9 mmHg and 9.5 mmHg, respectively (Table 1).

During simulated defecation, 37.5% of the subjects paradoxically contracted their AS by the

predicate HR-ARM. There was complete agreement between DM and HR-ARM in distin-

guishing paradoxical AS contraction during simulated defecation Fig 5B). The samples on the

left side of the plot, show examples of subjects with normal AS relaxation during simulated

defecation (i.e., negative AS pressure change), whereas the points on the right side of the plot

represent subjects who paradoxically contracted their AS (i.e., positive AS pressure change).

The mean (SD) absolute and relative intraobserver variability of DM were 12 (21.2) and

14% (21%) with ICC of 0.94.

For the DM device, the slope and intercept of the regression line (Fig 6) between the percent

change in the PR myoelectric activity and increment in AS squeeze pressure was found to be

0.6 μV/(μV.mmHg) and 25.5 μV/μV, respectively (R2 = 0.4). Therefore, the change in myoelec-

tric activity of the PR muscle was proportional to the change in AS maximum squeeze pres-

sure, supporting the secondary hypothesis.

Finally, the results from surveys (Table 2) showed that the difference between comfort levels

of both systems were not significant (Table 3).

4. Discussion

Although physicians have worn wearables in the form of stethoscopes and loupes to augment

their sensory acuity for over a century, the miniaturization of sensors and electronics is provid-

ing new opportunities for developing wearables for clinicians to use to evaluate patients

quickly and easily. This paper describes a novel wearable that allows providers to better under-

stand the etiology of chronic constipation and fecal incontinence at the point of service. If vali-

dated by others, digital manometry could, for the first time, offer providers in low-resource

settings the ability to gain information that would otherwise require referral to a tertiary center

for comprehensive anorectal function testing. Further, we describe an early phase prototype. It

is certainly conceivable that the instrumented glove and wrist-mounted determining unit can

be linked to a smart phone via Bluetooth. In this paper, we have chosen to report pressure in
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units of mmHg because gastroenterologists interested in this paper are familiar with typical

ranges for those units rather than the SI units standard in engineering and science.

Our primary hypothesis was supported in that the DM provided accurate pressure readings

compared to the gold standard HR-ARM system. It did so at a hardware cost that is an order

Fig 5. Bland & Altman comparisons between DM and HR-ARM in measuring anorectal pressures. (A) AS resting

pressure, (B) AS pressure change during simulated defecation, (C) rectal pressure change during simulated defecation,

and (D) AS pressure change during maximum squeeze.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.g005

Table 1. Results from Bland & Altman tests comparing DM and HR-ARM for the AS and rectal pressure recordings across all subjects.

Maneuver Mean Paired Difference (mmHg) LOA (mmHg) (CI: 95%) Paired Difference Range (mmHg) (DM—HR-ARM)

AS pressure at rest -7.1 ±25.7 [-32.8, 10.2]

AS pressure change in simulated defecation 0.4 ±23 [-14.7, 21.6]

Rectal pressure change in simulated defecation -37.6 ±50.9 [-84.8, 5.2]

AS pressure increment in maximum squeeze -20.6 ±172.6 [-219.6, 100.3]

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.t001
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of magnitude less than HR-ARM (Table 4). More specifically, DM was equivalent to the gold

standard HR-ARM system in measuring the AS pressure during rest and simulated defecation

episodes.

There are, of course, indirect costs associated with the use of any new instrumentation. One

of these costs is training the operator. DM does not necessarily require a physician to operate

it. Rather, anyone who has been trained to perform a rectal exam, including advanced practice

providers or nurses, would be able to use it after demonstrating the ability to record reliable

measurements on a few patients. The lower hardware costs of DM places it within the primary

care office budget, so compared to HR-ARM in tertiary care, an earlier patient assessment

should help reduce overall care costs.

Fig 6. Maximum change in PR myoelectric activity vs AS pressure change in simulated defecation across all

patients. Trials were selected which showed the largest change in peak PR myoelectric activity compared with the

maximum decrease in the AS pressure during that defecation maneuver in 15 of 16 subjects (no myoelectric activity

was recorded in the first subject due to equipment malfunction). Note that the patients with dyssynergic defecation

could not decrease AS pressure (see Fig 4B).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.g006

Table 2. Examples of the participants’ responses to the survey question on DM system comfort.

“Great study. . . not too long”
“It was much more preferable once it was in.”
“The device was as comfortable as it could be.”
“The roughness going in was the only downfall; too many little edges I could feel.”
“Went very well. I would rather do DM if it gives the same results.”
“Everything went well. It wasn’t too uncomfortable and very thorough.”
“Not knowing what to expect, there is no comparison between the two tests. The new device is so much easier.”

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.t002
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In the maximum squeeze maneuver, DM recorded systematically lower average AS pres-

sures compared to HR-ARM. Most of that difference was caused by the results from two men

(Fig 5D—blue outliers). Interestingly, the literature reports higher pressure readings of

HR-ARM compared to the standard conventional manometry [21–25], especially in men com-

pared to women [26]. Indeed, recent papers on HR-ARM have suggested that new standards

and limits are needed for HR-ARM based on the catheter type and size to address systematic

differences in pressure measurements [25,27].

We believe that there are three main reasons why there was a difference between recorded

AS pressures using DM and HR-ARM. The first is the hypersensitivity of HR-ARM in squeeze

test [24,25,27], which could be due to the relatively high bending stiffness of its probe. Any

bending of the probe due to posterior movement of the anterior rectal wall would cause the

HR-ARM probe to measure high tissue contact stress (force per unit area) in the vicinity of its

tip, where the shaft is bent over the anorectal angle, as well as at the anal sphincter, rather than

just measuring fluid pressure within the AS or rectum [28]. On the other hand, although the

sensors in the DM probe are supported by index finger tissues, the finger can be purposely

relaxed to adopt the shape of the anorectal angle thereby reducing tissue contact stress. We

believe the reason that DM measured smaller pressure change than HR-ARM in three activi-

ties (Table 1) was because we detuned the pressure sensitivity of the sensor by thickening the

silicone layer over the sensor die in order to improve its sensitivity to lower pressures.

Whereas, the Bland-Altman analysis treats the HR-ARM as the gold standard measurement,

we conclude that our results corroborate the literature suggesting HR-ARM has its own mea-

surement biases caused by its having a catheter that is stiffer than the anorectum in bending.

The test of the secondary hypothesis showed that the change in the relative myoelectric

activity of the PR muscle measured by the electrode at the distal end of the examining finger

was proportional to the pressure change in the AS pressure during maximum squeeze

Table 3. Comparison of DM and HR-ARM subjective post-hoc test assessment levels on a visual analog scale from 1 to 10, with ‘1’ labeled ‘unbearable’ and ‘10’ rep-

resenting ‘very acceptable’. ‘Min’ denotes minimum and ‘max’ denotes maximum.

Factor DM HR-ARM

Mean (SD) Min Max Mean (SD) Min Max P-Value

Comfort 9.3 (1.0) 7 10 9.1 (1.5) 5 10 1

Smoothness 9.6 (0.8) 8 10 9.2 (1.6) 4 10 0.56

Shape 9.6 (1.0) 7 10 9.3 (1.6) 5 10 0.67

Size 9.3 (1.1) 7 10 9.3 (1.8) 4 10 0.68

Duration 9.9 (0.5) 8 10 9.3 (1.7) 4 10 0.35

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.t003

Table 4. Estimated cost comparison between DM and HR-ARM methods.

DM HR-ARM

Overall system cost $10,000 $122,000

Overall hardware cost $1,500 $116,000

Probe cost $10 $6,000 a

Sterilization cost b $0 c $20

Hardware cost per exam $10 $50

a 200 usages per catheter.
b per session.
c disposable instrumented glove.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.t004
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maneuver (Fig 6). Unfortunately, the examining finger tended to often be partially expelled

during attempted defecation making the PR muscle myoelectric measurements unreliable.

The combined pressure and myoelectric activity data provided by DM enables the identifi-

cation of dyssynergic defecation caused by poor coordination of the abdominal wall and anor-

ectal muscles. More specifically, dyssynergic defecation is identified by paradoxical

contraction of anal sphincter muscles when simulating defecation. Simulated defecation is the

attempt to expel either the inserted DM or the HR-ARM probe. In a normal defecation, the

intra-rectal pressure (P1 in the DM) rises and the sphincter pressures (P2 or P3) decreases. If

the patient paradoxically contracts his/her anal sphincter, the anal sphincter pressure would

increase instead. Therefore, a positive pressure change in the anal sphincter during simulated

defecation suggests that the patient has dyssynergic defecation. Moreover, in contrast to the

normal defecation, the myoelectric activity of the puborectalis muscle measured by DM does

not reduce. To make sure this was a real finding, he/she was asked to repeat the simulated defe-

cation maneuver at least three times in case the patient mistakenly had performed the maneu-

ver incorrectly. A primer of DM and HR-ARM results indicative of dyssynergic defecation can

be found in Table 5.

The comfort surveys from the participants suggest that DM provides comparable levels of

comfort and usability even though the HR-ARM probe was a quarter of the diameter of the

DM covered index finger (Table 3). The lowest score received by DM on any of the five vari-

ables was a 7 out of 10, whereas HR-ARM was a 4 out of 10. The slightly higher average score

of DM on the smoothness could be due to the silicone cover layer over the instrumentations of

the glove.

4.1. Limitations

A major limitation of this feasibility study was the small sample size in each group. Since this

was a feasibility study, we were interested in studying healthy subjects as controls and two

common patient types. The data showed that it is feasible to mount pressure sensors on the

Table 5. AS pressure change from rest to activity measured with DM and HR-ARM; positive changes represent

dyssynergic defecation.

Subject AS pressure change (mmHg) Defecation

DM HR-ARM

1 8 15.4 Dyssynergic

2 -30.5 -34.6 Normal

3 -36.7 -36.3 Normal

4 -8.2 -6.3 Normal

5 -13.9 -5.2 Normal

6 -18 -12.1 Normal

7 -21.6 -6.9 Normal

8 13 15.1 Dyssynergic

9 -2.8 -20 Normal

10 44.2 28.2 Dyssynergic

11 -20 -7 Normal

12 22.5 5 Dyssynergic

13 -18.3 -18.1 Normal

14 -29.5 -16.8 Normal

15 36.6 15 Dyssynergic

16 13.6 16.3 Dyssynergic

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0228761.t005
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index finger, obtain meaningful measurement of anorectal pressures, and observe paradoxical

contraction of AS muscles during simulated defecation. More subjects in prospective DM

studies are needed to corroborate and extend the present results and define normal pressure

ranges [23,29,30].

A second limitation was the use of one DM and one HR-ARM observer and although we

could calculate the intraobserver error, we could not calculate the interobserver error and did

not obtain a satisfaction survey for either modality from the operators. The use of the single

observer also meant that the effect of different index finger diameters and lengths on the DM

measured pressure recordings could not be examined. Although the breadth of the PIP joint of

this examiner was 19 mm, pressure recordings of AS muscle using a rigid 20 mm diameter

probe can average 37 mmHg and 50 mmHg higher than with a rigid 4 mm probe [31] during

rest and maximum squeeze. The fact that on average the DM readings were 7.1 mmHg less rel-

ative to HR-ARM suggests that the compliance and shape change of the finger in the glove can

compensate for the effect of the finger having a larger diameter than the 4 mm probe. There is

also the possibility of measurement artefact in the ARM data causing increased pressures if the

rectal tissues tend to bend the probe tip over the anorectal angle, which would increase ARM-

recorded pressures at the anorectal angle and anal sphincter. In terms of DM, one can antici-

pate a range of clinician index finger mean diameters ranging from 1.8 cm to 2.3 cm [32], so

future studies should examine the effect of examiner digit finger diameter and anthropometry

on measured anorectal pressures. It may be possible to create a look up table or nomogram to

interpret the measured pressures. Clearly, additional studies are needed on the effect of probe

diameter on measured pressures.

A third limitation was the axial movement of either probe away from the AS high pressure

zone during the maximum squeeze and simulated defecation maneuverers. In HR-ARM, the

recordings show that the region of high pressure moves about 1 cm proximally on the catheter

during the maximum squeeze. Similarly, in DM, although the examiner tried to minimize the

probe displacement from the high AS pressure zone, some sensor movements relative to high

pressure zone was inevitable because the examiner can never exactly match the movement of

the patient’s anorectal complex. This is reflected in the finding that 1 cm displacement from

high pressure zone in the AS can result in a 30% reduction in pressure reading [31]. Therefore,

both systems were susceptible to movement artifact, but the advantage of the HD-ARM is that

it provides redundancy by multiple measurements over a longer length of the probe. Such

redundancy in the number and arrangement of sensors can be incorporated in future DM

systems.

A fourth limitation of the paper revolves around using the measured intrarectal pressure to

control for straining during maximum squeeze efforts. This is possible for both DM and

HR-ARM systems. But we found the correlations between the DM and HR-ARM was actually

lower after subtracting the intrarectal pressure than when we did not subtract it. We believe

this reduction in correlation was due to measurement artefact on the intrarectal pressures

recorded by the HR-ARM probe being bent over the anorectal angle, especially during the

maximum squeeze attempts. It is also possible that too much fingernail counter pressure

against the rectal wall could inflate the DM measurement of intrarectal pressure. But the oper-

ator can be trained to flex their finger in the anorectum to avoid this artefact.

Since DM probes are disposable, they eliminate the risk of patient-to-patient transmission

of infection compared with HR-ARM. Even though the HR-ARM system provides detailed

spatial pressure recordings throughout the AS complex, it can be cost prohibitive for many

patients and health care providers. Therefore, if validated by others, DM could provide an

inexpensive anorectal screening modality for a provider to determine next best steps for a

patient with dyssynergic defecation or fecal incontinence. For example, if DM is abnormal, a
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provider might decide to refer the patient to a tertiary medical center or perhaps directly to

biofeedback and pelvic floor physical therapy. Clearly, further studies will also be needed to

determine how best to use the information provided by DM.

5. Conclusions

1. DM provided comparable recordings of resting AS pressure, as well as the important

changes in anorectal pressures during prescribed activities, as HR-ARM. Further validation

requires larger sample sizes, and interobserver differences should be examined.

2. DM myoelectric data can help identify paradoxical contraction of the AS and PR muscles

suggestive of dyssynergic defecation.

3. The two systems had similar comfort levels despite different probe diameters.

Supporting information

S1 Text. Schematics of the portions of the wrist-mounted determining unit hardware that
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